Spring Break

BABSON INVADERS

FLORIDA

FEED YOUR FACE
ALL U CAN EAT
FREE SHIRT/HAT 5-7 PM

Penrod's

Spring Break
Spring Concert

SoCo's Super Sunday

April 29th

Presented by:
--The Student Social Committee
--The BaR Film Society
--Babson College Student Gov't

Free

CONCERT
South Lawn, 12:30-2:30PM

Featuring:
*MACREEK
*THE RATTES
BUDDY JOHNSON

Free

Outdoor Movie-
Park Manor Quad, 9:00-11:30PM
*STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK

The Show Goes On

Dear Fellow Students,

Yes, the 1986 Spring Concert WILL take place this Sunday on the South Lawn from 12:30 - 2:30 p.m. The two bands that will be featured are Macreek and The Ratters. The outdoor drinking policy will be temporarily suspended on Sunday in the concert area only. Keep it in moderation because if we take advantage of the situation it will never be offered again. The movie The Empire Strikes Back will be shown inside in the Park Manor Central lounge from 9:00 - 11:30 p.m. on Sunday night.

This gesture shows that the administration is willing to concern itself with the welfare of the student body! We did not follow the proper guidelines for putting on this spring concert and the administration did have the right to cancel the event. However, they were interested enough to re-evaluate the situation and decided in favor of the students' wishes. This looks like a very positive step in the right direction for administration - student relations and I'm optimistic it will continue into next year.

Sincerely,

Scott Hoyt

Special thanks to:
Dean Caruso
Chief Breaux
John Skelly
Gary Harmer
John Arnold
and the rest of the campus for helping make this event possible.
Parents'-Spring Weekend

WELCOME TO MARDI GRAS!

'84 Parents'-Spring Weekend  April 6-8
Parents' Spring Weekend

Friday, April 6
3-5 p.m.
Registration for Parents

Parent/Faculty Reception sponsored by
Blue Key & Cardinal Key Honor Societies

Men's Baseball vs UMass/Boston

Happy Hour at the Pub sponsored by the Babson Hosts

Gourmet Dinner served and sponsored by members of the Babson faculty & administration accompanied by the Babson Jazz Band

Hello Dolly presented by the Babson Players - refreshments served by Kappa Kappa Gamma

Come celebrate the Mardi Gras with dancing and an open bar sponsored by Babson Women's Outreach to the World.

Saturday, April 7
8:30 a.m.
Registration for Road Race

Road Race sponsored by St. Moritz Sports

Registration for Parents

The Living Classroom sponsored by the Society for the Advancement of Management

A Conversation with the President, Meet and converse with President Dill.

Welcome reception sponsored by Circle K and the Commuter Students' Association

Brunch at Brennan's sponsored by the Parents' Committee

A Student's View

Men's Tennis vs WPI

Women's Rugby vs Boston University

Fashions for the future executive sponsored by Sigma Kappa

Tour Babson with the Babson Hosts

Patio Bar featuring the Babson Jazz Band sponsored by the class of 1965

Dinner

Square Dance sponsored by the Women's Club Center

Hello Dolly presented by the Babson Players - refreshments served by Kappa Kappa Gamma

Bourbon Street - French Quarter Dixieland Jazz, dancing, open bar sponsored by SoCo

Sunday, April 8
9-10:30 a.m.
Early Riser Parents' Breakfast continental style sponsored by the Alumni Association

Car Wash sponsored by Kappa Kappa Gamma

Brunch

Auction sponsored by the Men's Rugby Club

Reception sponsored by BOOMS

Tom Sullivan - "If you could only see what I can hear."

Movie to be announced

Dinner
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Parents' Spring Weekend

MARDI GRAS! MARDI GRAS! MARDI GRAS!

Parents' Weekend arrived... ironically just shortly after the 9% tuition hike... the "Thanks Mom & Dad" Party opened with a Happy Hour at our infamous Pub... then progressed to a sparkling performance of "Hello Dolly" by our theatrical "Players"... closing the first night was WOW's Mardi "I'm not sure I can dance to this, Mom" Gras festival... On Saturday, SAM's Living Classroom gave the parents a crash course in case analysis... Brunch at Brennan's tantalized our taste-buds and Sigma's Fashions lured us into the world of the future executive... The Babson Jazz Band's Patio Bar was held inside to keep their horns dry... and the "Players" caught those last minute butterflies of their closing night... SoCo's Bourbon Street all, with French Quarter Dixieland Jazz, jugglers, caricatures and potations closed the night with a sensational flare... KKG determinedly held the annual Car Wash in the Sunday morning rain... and to close the weekend, Tom Sullivan induced a spirit of the impossible dream upon us... As the hugs by the cars became more frequent, the weekend came to an end... As the parents drove their respective routes, the students trudged to their rooms for catnaps to prepare for the week ahead...
Awards Program

Who's Who Among Students
Beth Barrett
Joyce Bell
Maureen Forrester
Joe Martocchio
Paul Natalizio
Peter Russo
Jennifer Schirmacher
John Verderese

Student Business Initiative Award
Jeffrey Mandell

Sorenson Scholarship
Diane Belasco
Cathy Gibbons
Elizabeth Haley

Interfraternity Athletic
Alpha Kappa Psi

Scholarship Bowl
Zeta Beta Tau

Wallace P. Morse
Richard Jacobus

Babson Players Outstanding Contribution
Leslie Price
John Castricum

Student Government
Gary Marner

Residence Hall Staff
Lori Shahbaz
Tracy Woodcock
Dan Walsh

Brenda Gallan
Laurie Caryallo

Senior Athletes
Thomas Groth
Paul Donato
Ellen McCarthy

Student Contribution
Beth Barrett
Joyce Bell
Lynn Billups
Elizabeth Bothen
Andy Butler
Michael Dale
Andy Dimatteo
Robert Dumas
Christine Falvey
Gary Marner
Joe Martocchio

Marie MacDonald
Paul Natalizio
Peter Russo
Jennifer Schirmacher
John Verderese

Beta Gamma Sigma
Avrum Berler
Susan Dovigi
Robert Dumas
Chris Dunn
Cathy Gibbons
Judy Isenberg
Sandra Krawczyk
Chris Lewis
Joe Martocchio
Gerald McCarthy
Robert O'Leary
Rob Rothacker
Jeanette Stone
John Verderese
Bonnie Wytyniot
Barbara Zeeck

Carol W. Ford Scholarship
Robert Wainer

Alpha Kappa Psi Scholarship
Maureen Forrester

Prentice-Hall Accounting
Maureen Forrester

Economics Achievement
Christopher Boediker

Wall Street Journal
Bryden Smith

Liberal Arts
Joyce Bell

S.A.M. Rudolph A. Johnson
Robert Wainer
Bertrand Cantfield
Marcia Peisach
Earl K. Bowen
Kathryn Barton
Schoopftungsbeitrag Pris
Lynn Billups

George Macy, Wheeler Memorial
Peter Russo
Roger W. Babson
Joyce Bell

1984
AWARDS COMMITTEE
Marilyn Bachelder
Joseph Carver
David Carson
William Dill
Mary Dunn, chair
David Ellis
Robert Hartwell
Sydel Sokuvitz
Paul Staake
George Troughton
Joseph Weintraub

Two roads diverged in a wood,
And I— I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.

Robert Frost

BABSON COLLEGE AWARDS PROGRAM
MAY 18, 1984